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Complete Personalized Access

Take yourself and your university beyond an article database to access all 

of the features and resources WSJ University Membership off ers. Gain 

digital access for everyone from anywhere on desktop, tablet, mobile and 

the WSJ app. 

Students and faculty can activate MyWSJ to personalize the WSJ app and 

receive article and content suggestions based on previously read articles. 

Students can explore the range of multimedia content WSJ off ers through 

videos and podcasts to consume information in the way that suits them best.
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Curated Newsletters

Newsletters deliver insight and analysis on a wide variety of topics straight to 

the inboxes of everyone on campus. Professors and students can customize 

their newsletter subscriptions based on their interests—WSJ newsletters 

off er something for everyone. Some of our most popular newsletters diverge 

from typical business topics to off er widespread readership at your university.

The Future of Everything
This weekly newsletter examines how technology and innovation are 

transforming the way we learn, live, work and play. 

Grapevine
A weekly look at our most thought-provoking original feature stories curated 

by our Life & Arts editors. This compilation can spark discussions beyond the 

classroom.

Sports 
A weekly examination of the sports world through the WSJ lens, including 

news, data, smart features and Jason Gay’s witty columns, which appeal to 

sports fans and non-fans alike.

Technology
Discover what to adopt, what to skip and what future advancements to 

anticipate with this weekly digest of technology reviews, headlines, columns 

and Q&A submissions. Keep your campus ahead of innovation shaping and 

reshaping your university and the world.

Women In
Expertly curated for the women at your university including students, faculty 

and staff , this newsletter inspired by WSJ’s Women In content series contains 

valuable reads and inspiring ideas for women. The ability to connect with other 

women business leaders helps students transitioning into their next phase of 

life.
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Student-Focused Content

Far more than just articles spanning all academic topics, this customized 

content created for younger audiences helps them understand and shape the 

world. Notable features include: 

Noted 
A new digital magazine created specifically to serve the needs and interests 

of those ages 18–34. Noted speaks to—and with—this younger generation as 

they navigate an evolving world.

Student Hub 
A centralized location where students can find WSJ content that aligns with 

their academic studies and lives.

WSJ Money
Students can use this resource to find personal finance and money 

management information and submit money questions of their own. Financial 

aid officers and counselors will find the student loan content valuable as well.

WSJ Jobs 
A place for students and career center staff  to discover the latest information 

on business and careers. Students can find valuable information on how 

to best present themselves as they enter the labor market and ask WSJ 

reporters specific career questions.
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‘Hong Kong’s Not Right.’
Protests Upend Life in a 
City on Edge.

VOICES

Months of clashes between demonstrators and police 
trigger an escalating sense of upheaval.
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Audio Content

Students who prefer to listen to their news can find a variety of podcasts from 

The Wall Street Journal that provide insight and analysis of current events in 

business, finance, technology, science and more.

The Journal 
Students can explore the most important stories every weekday, explained 

through the lens of business. The Journal makes business news relatable and 

reveals how business and finance are behind some of our biggest headlines.

The Future of Everything 
This podcast gives students insight into what’s coming next, with an in-depth 

look at how science and technology are revolutionizing the way we live, work 

and play. 

Your Money Brie�ing
Each weekday journalists from Heard on the Street, the Intelligent Investor 

and other popular features share insights on investing, markets, taxes and 

retirement planning. Students can learn about personal finance before 

starting their careers.
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Professor Resources

A suite of tools to help professors easily integrate WSJ content into their 

classrooms and bridge academic theory with real-world applications.

WSJ Context
Available exclusively for student and professor memberships, this reading list 

tool makes it easy for professors to curate articles based on the courses they 

teach. They can search by topic, including accounting, entrepreneurship, ethics, 

human resources, information technology, law, leadership and political science, 

to find timely and relevant articles, share articles with students in reading lists 

and save time preparing lectures.

Assessment Tool
Professors can easily gauge their students’ knowledge of current events on 

a weekly basis with customizable and auto-graded multiple choice and true/

false quizzes. Grades can easily be exported.

Weekly Review 
Each week, faculty contributors review three to five WSJ articles and write 

lesson plans and critical thinking questions that allow professors to easily 

integrate the content into classroom discussions. The weekly newsletters are 

in the following disciplines: business ethics, business law, business leadership, 

finance, accounting, human resources and organizational behavior, marketing, 

microeconomics and strategic management.

Critical Thinking Resource 
Encourage critical thinking in students and incorporate real-world examples 

into courses with downloadable case studies that include WSJ articles and 

discussion questions. Disciplines covered include journalism, marketing,  

finance, technology and political science.
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Company Research Made Easy

Both professors and students can easily create watchlists for publicly traded 

companies and get updates about the companies that matter most to them 

delivered straight to their inboxes.

WSJ Events: The World From Home

Everyone on campus can—and should—experience the insight, analysis, 

conversation and connection of our online events.

On Call With WSJ 
Dive deeper into the news and hear directly from WSJ reporters and editors. 

Beneficial for everyone, On Call gives people the opportunity to ask in-depth 

questions about what they’ve read, seen and heard, and gain insight 

and analysis from top journalists. 

The Future of Everything Festival 
A festival of revolutionary business-changing ideas featuring leaders and top 

innovators in their fields discussing how they use technology to reshape both 

their and our own lives. While of interest to everyone on campus, the festival is 

particularly useful for designers, engineers, programmers and those working 

in innovation labs.

Student Editor Summit 
Designed to inspire the next generation of journalists and editors, this event, 

perfect for journalism and communications majors, gives students the 

opportunity to meet, interact and ask questions of WSJ journalists. 

Seminar Series 
Professors have the opportunity to interact with their peers already using 

WSJ content in the classroom to learn more about best practices and the tools 

and resources available.
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WSJ+

Articles only scratch the surface of what WSJ membership offers. WSJ+,  

a community for all WSJ members (faculty, students and staff), offers  

premium benefits, virtual experiences and unique insights. Take advantage 

of book offers, exclusive Q&As and behind-the-scenes access. Our exclusive 

events and experiences expose students to new potential career paths and 

introduce them to industry leaders with whom they can make valuable and 

lasting connections.
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WSJ TALK / EXPERIENCE / OFFER / GETAWAY

Enjoy a 
Complimentary 
E-Book

As a WSJ member, you’re invited to redeem an e-book 
from our selection of new titles this month. June’s page-
tuners include Megan Giddings’ novel on race and class, 
Max Hastings’ detailed history of a famous WWII battle 
and Mitch Albom’s poignant story of love and family. And 
as always, enjoy an extra 35% o�  selected titles.

WSJ MEMBER EXCLUSIVE

REDEEM NOW AT WSJPLUS.COM/BOTM-JUNE20
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WSJ TALK / EXPERIENCE / OFFER / GETAWAY / EXTRAS

Join an 
Exclusive Online 
Conversation 
with Tennis 
Channel

Join us as announcer Steve Weissman and commentator Jon 
Wertheim lead a video discussion on the latest in professional tennis, 
as the sport continues to navigate its unprecedented shutdown 
during the coronavirus pandemic. Guests will have the chance to 
submit questions for the pair as they catch up on the sport they love

WHEN: THURSDAY, JUNE 18 AT 12:00PM PT / 3:00PM ET

..

WSJ MEMBER EXCLUSIVE  REGISTER NOW AT
WSJPLUS.COM/TCTOWNHALL

Steve Weissman Jon Wertheim
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WSJ TALK / EXPERIENCE / OFFER / GETAWAY / EXTRAS

Download 
WSJ’s 2020 
Tax Guide

With tax deadlines now extended, take this opportunity to catch 
up with the recent changes to the law with our updated e-book, 
“Your Money 2020: The WSJ Tax Guide.” Learn what the current 
tax laws mean for you, your company and the country.

WSJ MEMBER EXCLUSIVE  DOWNLOAD NOW AT 

WSJPLUS.COM/TAXES2020
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WSJ TALK / EXPERIENCE / OFFER / GETAWAY / EXTRAS

Download 
Joanna Stern’s 
New Tech Guide

From the best noise-cancelling headphones to Wi-Fi boosters, 
learn how to equip yourself to work from home with The Wall 
Street Journal’s “WSJ’s Tech Guide to Working From Home,” a 
new e-book by our senior personal tech columnist Joanna Stern.

WSJ MEMBER EXCLUSIVE  DOWNLOAD NOW AT 

WSJPLUS.COM/WORKFROMHOME
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For more information on the WSJ University Membership program, please visit 
edu.wsj.com/requestinfo to contact your rep.


